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Chairperson’s
Message

In last eight years from the time the
management was taken over under
PPP with Rajasthan Government by
Ambuja Educational Institute, IICD has
achieved more than reasonable success in
improving the academic standards, but
there is a lot that is yet to be achieved. I
am happy that Government of Rajasthan,
through their nominees in Governing
Council, has always extended cooperation and sound advice. I am proud
to say that we have extremely eminent
members on the Governing Council
who accepted my invitation to join and
have provided critical input towards the
further development of the Institute. I
am indebted to them.
In this globalizing world the societal
construction is changing rapidly. As
people are becoming nomadic rapidly,
crafts are becoming the bridge between
our past and contemporary existence. In
the near future the significance of crafts

in our lives is bound to increase. As the
second largest employment provider in
rural India, second only to agriculture,
handicrafts is of utmost significance for
rural as well as urban self-sustainability.
We need constant innovation not only
in our design repertoire but also in the
areas pertaining to better technology,
management and entrepreneurial skill set
development imbibing both traditional
wisdom and contemporary methods
and practices; an approach imbibed
in the pedagogy of teaching learning
experience at IICD in the fields of design,
technology and management.
In the middle of this year, Mr. Ravi
Mathur IAS (Retd.), Former Secretary to
Government of India joined as Director
General in place of Dr. Satish Bhardwaj.
The new Director General along with the
faculty members is committed towards
achieving academic excellence. New
initiatives have been taken up to deepen

the academic inputs so that students are
able to take full advantage of their study
in pursuing their career in future. We also
have a motivated team of administrative
and support staff members. I would like
to place on record my appreciation for
all the committed efforts taken up by the
IICD team in taking the mandate of the
institution further. With the cooperation
of Government of Rajasthan, we are in
the process of upgrading the quality of
the infrastructure at IICD campus. I am
hopeful that with all these efforts, IICD
will achieve new standards of academic
excellence in coming years. We are also
increasing the human resource at the
Institute to build a strong internal team.
I convey my greetings and best wishes to
all the graduates and I wish them a very
rewarding career ahead. I hope that they
will contribute wholeheartedly towards
the mission of the institute.
Madhu Neotia

Chairperson
Governing Council
Indian Institute Of Crafts & Design

T

he Indian Institute of Crafts &
Design (IICD) is uniquely positioned
in Jaipur, offering Under Graduate and
Post Graduate Programmes in Crafts
& Design. The programmes provide
students with means to grow into
craft sensitive creative designers and
practitioners with clear roles in the
culture and in society.

Director
General’s
Foreword

Teaching and learning pathways in IICD
build necessary competencies of the
processes and methodologies of handling
of the various materials. The material
based learning builds an awareness and

understanding of the many possibilities
which exist for further explorations and
specializations in a particular discipline
viz. soft materials, hard materials and
fired materials.
The Institute is also well positioned, in
terms of its actual location, in a dynamic,
developing city of Jaipur, with rich
traditions and world-class museums
dealing with the visual arts, design and
material culture. IICD, therefore, provides
a unique educational, urban and cultural
environment in which students pursue
their ambitions and acquire skills, ideas

and confidence to achieve their goals and
have a future in crafts sector.
During the Fifth Convocation of IICD,
127 students of Postgraduate and
Undergraduate Programmes will be
receiving their Diplomas. They will
collaborate with the creators and makers
of traditional arts and artefacts to
participate in the competitive commercial
markets.
I wish the new generation of craft
designers a successful journey ahead.

Ravi Mathur

Director General
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design

NIRUPAN, which means observation,
is a key attribute for creation. IICD
graduate publication NIRUPAN is the
fourth series of compilation of the work
done by the UG Batch 2010-14 and 201115, PG Batch 2011-2014, 2012-2014 and
2013-15.

Editors
Preface

The projects presented here are of their
Diploma Project. On the occasion of
the 5th convocation, on 16th February
2016, we felicitate the graduates of the
Professional Craft Design Programme. It
gives us immense pleasure to thank all
Diploma Project sponsors who through
their valuable support have confirmed
their assurance for ‘Craft Design’.

IICD’s Diploma Projects are of 4 months
duration. It is through the diploma
project that the students are expected
to demonstrate their learning within
the academic setting dealing with live
contacts and real issues bearing in mind
the needs of the crafts community and the
market realities. Hence this compilation
represents a bench mark for the quality
of education they have received.
NIRUPAN-2016 showcases the work of
the 121 graduating students. It was an
immense task to source, compile and
design in a short duration of time, and
it was only possible with the team effort.
However, there may be some errors, we

regret for the same. We sincerely apologize
for any discrepancies or omissions to
acknowledge the contributions made for
this publication specifically.
We dedicate this publication to our
graduates and hope that this effort proves
useful to the aspiring IICD entrants,
parents, craft industries, NGOs, craft
development sector and professionals.

Editorial Team

Meghana Singh
Anushree Kumar

T

he Handicrafts sector is wide-spread
throughout the country and offers
direct employment to approximately
thirteen million people, as indicated in
the 11th Five Year Plan of Government
of India (2007-12). The traditional
repertoire of the variety of materials
used, their form, function, techniques
and cultural semantics is enormous and
a rich resource, more relevant in today’s
context and concern for sustainable
development.

2 year Post Graduate Programme in
Craft Design

To realize this potential and to foster
innovation, creative thinking for well
crafted high quality products, efficient
processes and a better quality of life for
artisans, the Indian Institute of Crafts &
Design was set up by the Government
of Rajasthan in 1995 as an autonomous
Institute. The main objective of IICD is
to develop high quality professionals to
act as catalysts of change in the crafts
sector.

(Wood, Metal, Stone)

Since October 2007, the Institute is
being funded and managed by Ambuja
Educational Institute (AEI) under the
Public Private Partnership (PPP) model.
As a pioneer in the area of craft design,
the institute works towards the evolution
of both the crafts and the craftsperson,
in the contemporary socio-economic
context. Through the programs of
Education, Research, Documentation,
Training, Outreach and Consultancy the
institute strives to become the centre of
excellence.
IICD offers Post Graduate and Under
Graduate Programmes in its Major
Education Programme:

Soft MaterialSpecialisation

(Textiles, Leather, Paper, Natural Fibers)

Hard Material Specialisation
(Wood, Metal, Stone)

Fired material Specialisation
(Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass)

4 years Under Graduate Programme in
Craft Design
Soft Material Application

(Textiles, Leather, Paper, Natural Fibers)

Hard Material Application
Fired material Application
(Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass)

Certificate Programme in

Craft Management & Entrepreneurship
Craft Design & Techniques
Foundation Course in Fashion Design
UNDER GRADUATE PROGRAMME IN
CRAFT DESIGN

The four year UGPD consists of 2
semesters of Foundation Studies,
followed by 5 semesters of specialization,
with eight weeks training at an NGO,
developmental organization or social
enterprise, eight weeks Internship at a
craft based industry, company or design
studio. The Programme culminates
in a final semester of 20 weeks as a
comprehensive Professional Diploma
Project with any of the specializations.
The first year is the Common Foundation.
The Foundation programme at IICD
believes in sensitizing the students
towards the field of crafts and design. The
pedagogy at IICD is ‘hands-on’ learning
and includes extensive field study,

research and learning from traditional
and modern design pedagogies. The
students are introduced to a variety of
materials viz. clay, natural fiber, wood,
metal and paper. In the later half of
Foundation programme, students are
introduced to design thinking and design
approach, introduction to fundamentals
and principles of design, traditional
knowledge, introduction of IT tools and
skills through exposure to crafts and
working with craftsmen.
Hard Material Application
Wood, Metal and Stone

The specialisation exposes the students
to various materials, which include
wood, metal and stone. The design study
exposes them to techniques, production
processes, traditional knowledge, skills,
conceptual and design development
to evolve a contemporary Indian craft
repertoire. The pedagogy at IICD
is ‘hands-on’ learning and includes
extensive field study, research and
learning from traditional and modern
design techniques.
Soft Material Application

Textiles, Natural Fibers, Paper and Leather

The SMA students at IICD employ
traditional and innovative skills, while
exploring constantly evolving materials
and technology, to create diverse
solutions that span many disciplines
and sectors. The creative interface
between the materials and the making,
demands a challenging and dynamic
environment, which frequently employs
multidisciplinary and collaborative
methods to express the breadth of Soft

The
Institute

Materials through the context of ‘Body’ and ‘Space’.
Body, involves surface design of fabrics and construction
for fashion accessories and clothing. Space, incorporates
design for the built environment, interiors, home
furnishings, textile furniture and accessories.
Fired Material Application
Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass

The Fired Material Application is a comprehensive
study in ceramics. The students work with different
types of clays from terracotta, earthenware, stoneware
to bone china and porcelain bodies. The discipline
covers processes like forming, glazing, firing, fusing,
surface design and decoration.
Fashion Design
Fashion design frequently use craft techniques to
achieve the exclusivity and luxurious edge over the
industrial techniques. The four year course offered at
IICD at the undergraduate level focuses on the use of
crafts for fashion applications. The students learn the
technology of pattern making, draping and garment
construction along with developing the understanding
of materials and traditional skills of surface
ornamentation. The concepts of art, craft and design,
digital tools, and study of the domain of crafts further
augment the learning to enable the students to become
confident in dealing with the challenging and dynamic
world of craft and fashion.
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMME IN CRAFT DESIGN

The Post Graduate programme at IICD is a twoyear programme, and is designed for people who
will take on assignments in design, management
and entrepreneurship with craft organizations. This
programme consists of a first semester in Design
foundation studies followed by the 2nd & 3rd semesters
of specialization courses, craft research documentation
projects, field study and internship. The final semester

(4th semester) will focus
Professional Diploma project.

on

a

comprehensive

This two-year masters programme is designed to create
highly motivated craft designers and entrepreneurs. The
curriculum provides the student with a broad exposure
to technical and material knowledge, strengthens
philosophical concepts, and broadens their artistic
vision. The students will be encouraged to evaluate and
challenge fundamental standards and to experiment
with new ways of thinking. Committed faculty will help
facilitate the development of their required research,
and help them monitor its progress, in order to prepare
them for their final presentation.
Hard Material Specialisation
The programme focuses on specialization in various
materials like wood, metal, stone, cane & bamboo and
other allied materials. The programme is structured
around the individual student’s needs, interest and
background.
The course is structured to strengthen craft aesthetics
and design sensibilities of individuals. The students
are given enough critical inputs to develop their own
language, style and concept. They are encouraged to
learn various craft techniques while working along
with craftsmen in the field.
Soft Material Specialisation
The curriculum has been designed to emphasize on soft
material specialization such as woven, printed textiles as
well as non-woven techniques, surface ornamentation
using traditional and mass production methods.
Programme seeks to strengthen students’ techniques,
advance their aesthetic and design sensibilities, and
optimize their personal expressions. It will also expose
students to a broad range of critical issues related to the
conception and production of crafts and design.

Fired Material Specialisation
This programme in Ceramics and Ceramic Sculpture
focuses on intellectual and artistic development through
an intensive teaching of the aesthetics and techniques
of ceramic design. Studio courses, seminars in-depth
critiques, in conjunction with thesis planning and
implementation, will provide the students with a deep
understanding of not only their own work, but of the
work of other students and peers as well.
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES

Certificate Programmes at IICD are an extension of
IICD’s commitment to the craft sector. The programmes
focus on various functional areas of craft, design,
technology, management and entrepreneurship. These
programmes are ideal for those who want to fast track
their entry into craft sector and for artisan wards to
integrate their skills with design education.
With a pool of dedicated faculty and experts, IICD has
evolved modern and innovative teaching methods to
encourage students in developing a holistic perspective
towards the craft sector. Certificate Programmes strive
to meet the educational needs of various segments of
students by offering a variety of courses.
Craft Management and Entrepreneurship
The curriculum provides exposure and inputs on
various subjects like Entrepreneurship, Marketing,
Business and Management Practices, Finance, Design
and Creativity as well as domain knowledge in Crafts.
Apart from classroom teaching, the structure of the
programme gives immense importance to practical
learning through field visits, exposure trips and learning
from the real world through live projects to build the
right attitude for being a social entrepreneur.

Crafts Design and Techniques
Programme in Crafts Design and Techniques has been
devised to provide necessary skills, competence and
understanding of design and craft techniques. It helps
to recognise the inherent skill of creation in the crafts
persons and develop crafts practices most beneficial to
them.
Provide with sector specific knowledge with special
reference to design development, technical trainings,
market intelligence and information technology. Instill
confidence in candidates by interfacing traditional skills
with modern day technologies as they communicate
effectively with the world.
Foundation Course in Fashion & Design
The uniqueness and differentiation of this course is
the immense importance given to practical learning
through impetus given to ‘crafts’ sector in the
programme. Through field visits, exposure trips and
through live projects. The course specifically explores
‘craft interventions’ in fashion and luxury industry.
Objective of the programme is to generate a new cadre of
highly motivated and creatively oriented designers who
are sensitive to and equipped with sound understanding
of craft & fashion. It also creates awareness and sensitise
students towards the numerous opportunities that exists
at multiple levels by collaborating craft and fashion in a
relevant manner.
The curriculum provides exposure and inputs on
subjects like Elements of Fashion & Design, Pattern
Making, Construction, Fashion Illustration, Draping,
Introduction to Craft Sector, various Craft Techniques,
Basics of Marketing and Merchandising, IPR, Term
Projects and Craft Documentation.
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Anamika Jain

Fired Material Application

Sponsor: Orvi Design Studio, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Shirley Bhatnagar

D/81, 1st Floor,
Kamla Nagar,
New Delhi
anamika1705@yahoo.com
08875868771

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2010-14•FMA
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The project brief was to design & develop high end luxury interior and outdoor wall tiles
for buyers in the USA. My brief was to start a ceramic department in the company with
facilities of a basic studio for developing samples and experimenting and finalising processes
for manufacture of ceramic tiles using Raku as the major technique. The Project involved
setting up a practical & comfortable workplace/studio, sourcing the required raw materials,
experimenting to get the desired targeted result and finalising the production process to
achieve the result on repetitive basis.
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Avishek Dey

Fired Material Application
Sponsor: Clayfingers Pottery Studio, Kerala
Guide: Ms. Shirley Bhatnagar

Qtr. No. D/141,
Nalco Nagar,
Distt. Angul, Odisha
avishek276@gmail.com
09437573765

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2010-14•FMA
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SEA GRASS, represents what could be seen when diving towards a coral reef. Different
colours, sizes and textures all represented in grass. The entire installation comprises of about 40
individual sea grass elements clustered in a natural formation. Light will be both transmitted
and reflected which will add to the presentation. Ideally, the installation requires a large, blank
white wall that is at least 9 feet high and 22 feet wide with strong lighting. Since each glass
element is independent, the piece is adaptable to many spaces. These glazes are planned to
give the installation a coral reef look and to keep the identity of the forms intact as corals.

fu:i.k A 2016

Kahini Shah

Fired Material Application
Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Shirley Bhatnagar

21, Haveli Bungalows
B/H T.V Tower , Driven-in Road
Ahmedabad, Gujarat
kahinishah146@gmail.com
09772938757

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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The project was to understand if craft styles and techniques of West Bengal can be amalgamated
to produce products that speak luxury using tools like primary and secondary research. This
research report is based on the facts, references and interpretations drawn from it. The aim
of the research was to study if the traditional crafts of West Bengal can reach an international
market standard through design intervention. My objective was to do research on the crafts of
West Bengal for SGSDL and their upcoming project SUROY.
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Niraj Dave

Fired Material Application
Sponsor: Khamir, Kutch
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre

Cohesion Foundation Trust, 6-Sejal Apartments,
Behind Navneet Publications, Gurukul Road, Memnagar,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat
nirajdave3107@gmail.com
08469060055

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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The brief given to me by Khamir was: To study the impact of industries on the sources of
clay and potters of Kutch. For that, I needed to travel to villages where there is impact of
industries on clay sources. Talking with potters and understand their situation. Comparing
the situation before industries and present day. Also if possible meet few industry people to
get the clear and holistic idea. I coordinated with Ceramic Centre, Baroda and understood
the new product ranges given by them to the potters. Keeping these in mind I developed a
range of jugs, quarter plates, nesting bowls, dahi handi and toys etc.
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Shreya Alok Gupta
Fired Material Application

Sponsor: Clayfingers Pottery Studio, Kerala
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre

Shanker Cold Storage,
Shiam Nagar,
Badaun, Uttar Pradesh
shreya.iicd@gmail.com
08126040172

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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The thought and the words written on the speech bubbles is inspired from a post of
Dharma Comics.

UG • 2010-14•FMA

For my Diploma Project I worked on a wall installation of 2 metres by 1 metre, it has been
by far the biggest and most exciting project for me. This project is inspired by the SPEECH
BUBBLES, which we usually come across in comic books, comic strips and cartoons that
represent the speech or thought of a given character. It will be installed in some informal/
casual coffee spaces where talking is an important part of the environment. This is a very
subtle interpretation on the reflection of its surroundings, inviting people to look at it and
think outside the box. The installation, which is fully handbuilt, is made by coiling and
pinching and all the forms are not fully spherical or elliptical to make them all identical.
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Amitanshu Shrivastava
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Creative Educational Aids Pvt. Ltd., Noida
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

P.No.-58,
Ram Nagar, Marartoli,
Nagapur, Maharastra
amitanshuxe@gmail.com
08290595700

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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My brief for the Diploma Project was to make classic board game with additional variations
that can be played on same board. Adding more graphical value to it while keeping in mind
the educational forte of the company. Products can guaranty some kind of exchange, technique
and catering different class of people. The game had to be explanatory. As a designer I intend
to make new connection, and justify the need of celebration of craft and game. I define crafts
as problem solving.
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Amrita Maria

Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Selyn Exporters Pvt. Ltd., Sri Lanka
Guide: Mr. Binil Mohan

House No. 1296,
Pushap Vihar, Gupt Ganga Road,
Kangra, Himachal Pradesh
maria.amrita3@gmail.com
09418494186

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2010-14•HMA
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My Diploma Project document explored Fair Trade (FT) and its global network. A major part of
document was studied with reference from World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO) documents
and Selyn, WFTO certified fair trade handloom company in Sri Lanka, as a Case Study. In
the course of my research, I studied the process of getting FT certification, company (Selyn)
policies that justify its FT working model and critically analyzed advantages, disadvantages,
challenges, opportunities and future of FT in Selyn and at a global level. Another significant
part of the research document was about the shifting trends in tourism sector which are shaping
way to linkage between FT and tourism sector, through upcoming concepts of sustainable
tourism and experience marketing. Understanding these trends I designed a tourism package
for Selyn.
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Anisha Ahuja

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

H-9, Chitranjan Marg,
C - Scheme,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
ahuja.anisha@gmail.com
08696962911

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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The Craft Documentation Project of Jammu and Kashmir was done for Sahara Global Design
Studio, Ltd. It was the base of the product line of their brand named ‘Suroy’. The brief was
to document all the crafts of Jammu and Kashmir with an artisan directory which further can
be used in and when needed for the prototype making. The artisan directory should also be
able to guide the skill set of the artisan. My area of craft research was, traditional copper ware,
paper mache’ and carpet weaving.
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Apoorva Gupta
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: N. S. Granites & Marbles, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

A-119, Anand Vihar,
Railway Colony, Jagatpura,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
apoorvaiicd@gmail.com
09166574570

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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Working with N S Granites and Marbles has given me an amazing privilege to hone all of my
skills I have learned throughout my diploma project. It helped me gain a much needed upper
hand at designing and manufacturing a product out of a simple concept and has given me an
edge while working with stones and its techniques. I also developed range of tiles and screens
which would surely turn to be very handy in the upcoming days.
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Arpit Sharma
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

E-30, Kamla Marg,
C-Scheme,
Jaipu, Rajasthan
arpitsharma901126@gmail.com
08952896526

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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For my Diploma Project I was working on three main briefs. My first brief was to design
space saving and portable coffee table which would be a part of outdoor space. The feature
of portability is combined with folding for the flat packaging. Final product was made in Oak
wood. Second brief was based on stack ability and hence space saving. The final product was
made in wood and metal. The third brief for the project was to design a high stool which will
be used in bars and kitchen area. Product will be based on the concept of continuity. Final
product was made in mango wood, with the walnut finish because the stool has wooden foot
rest.
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Bharat Jangir
Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Srijani, Patna
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

Neta Road, Imam Bara,
Sardar Sahar,
Churu, Rajasthan
bharatjangir3@gmail.com
07568400199

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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The idea was to create a collection of small lifestyle products/furniture accessories using cane,
bamboo and sikki in fusion or as separate fibres. I developed products like lamps, breakfast
table, laptop table, book racks, CD racks, cubes, laundry boxes, hanger stand, etc. including
some gift items. My target buyers were traditional yet fashion conscious people who are
young at heart, ambitious, style conscious and professionals living in metros. I took DOME as
my theme as it is best suitable structure to make out of given medium i.e. cane and worked on
folding so that it is easy to transportation to various locations
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Dhruv Saxena
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar

7/180,
Malviya Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
dsaxena.91@gmail.com
07742247834

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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Sahara India Pariwar is one of the biggest Indian conglomerates. As a part of its international
business vision, the group is making foray into high end global luxury retail through its
business vertical – Sahara Global Mastercraft Limited and Sahara Global Design Studio
Limited with focus to create India’s First Top End International Brand SUROY. As part of my
diploma project I had to document the crafts of Jammu and Kashmir which further lead to
product development. The project focused on understanding the crafts in terms of technique,
influences, designs, practicing craftsmen etc.. It also required understanding the relationship
of the craft with the place, region, religion, natural phenomenon, culture, lifestyle etc. On basis
of this understanding I worked on connecting the elements of the handicrafts and came up
with interesting amalgamations that were suitable to sustain in the Luxury Market.
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Divya Rani

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: NCDPD, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

Plot No. 149-150,Karamyogi Appartments,
Flat No. S-104, Moti Nagar, Dr. Habib Marg,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
divyaahuja1992@yahoo.co.in
09772973542

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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The brief for the Diploma Project was to developed a range of wooden accessories for kids of
age group 4-6 years. Since it will be used by kids therefore the product should be light weight,
colourful, safe and comfortable. Keeping the above brief in mind I designed and developed
a furniture range BACHPAN. Childhood time is the most colourful and wonderful phase
which is remembered throughout our life. This is the time when a child gains characteristics.
BACHPAN is a range of products to add more fun and value to golden period of ones life.

fu:i.k A 2016

Gauravi Mittal
Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Zikwa, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

A-701, CGR Complex,
Deendayal Upadhyay Marg,
New Delhi
gauravi.sukkumittal@gmail.com
0968766379

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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I wanted the work I would do at Zikwa to be useful to them and not only to serve the purpose
of a diploma project. I realized that I would get it all- exposure to a real work environment,
deadlines that I needed to meet, honest criticism about my work and an experience that would
help me determine what it was that I wanted to do after. Here I have been exposed to work at a
scale I would only dream about and concluded my undergraduate course in craft and design.
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Krishna Kant Pal (K K Bawa)

Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Lee-za International, Moradabad
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

H. No. -28/110,
Hanuman Colony,
Guna, Madhya Pradesh
bawacrafts@gmail.com
09636862003

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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Duirng my Diploma Project I designed and developed a range of pedestal lights for the
European market as the target customer with iron sheet as the material. And also created
theme based furniture range with the identical identity of the company. My second brief was
to design and develope foldable stool in wood.
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Kriti Gupta

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Dileep Industries Pvt. Ltd, Bagru
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

92, Hari Marg,
Civil Lines,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
guptakriti13@gmail.com
09829112005

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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For my Diploma Project I was working on four main briefs. First brief was to design a small tea
set for evening tea experience sitting in a garden. The product should be small, exciting and
interesting serving the necessary function. Second brief was to design decoratives for drawing
rooms considering the requirements of modern lifestyle. Third brief was to design table
organisers for offices that was designed for functional purpose considering the requirements
of those who work in an office and have to keep their stationery in a systematic way. Fourth
brief was to design jewellery beads. The form of the beads has to be simple and work on the
surface embellishment like painting.

fu:i.k A 2016

Manasi Vijay

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Mamta Mantri

D-9, Vishwavidyalaya Puri,
Gopalpura Bye Pass,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
manasi.vijay@gmail.com
09828244499
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The Diploma Project was an initiative to document the crafts of Kerala, in order to understand
the story behind each craft, their cultural and religious importance and manipulate them in a
way so that without losing the essence of the craft it can be sold in international market as a
luxury product. While the Diploma project was meant to document the luxury crafts of Kerala,
it was felt, with every passing day in Kerala, that craft objects are used in their everyday lives,
even the ones we categorized as luxury. The crafts that we documented are woven intricately
in the lives of Keralites. Like the use of bell metal Urli for cooking certain dishes, wearing
handloom dhotis and sarees in their everyday life and decorating the house structures with
wooden carvings.

fu:i.k A 2016

Mohit Jangid

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Mela Studios, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

Plot-6, Sita Nagar, Heerapura,
Ajmer Road, 200ft Byepass,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
mohit.hrjangid@gmail.com
09829486636
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My project during my Diploma was to mainly renovate an interior and design the interior
space of M/s White Graphite Design Studios considering the points that the office space
was newly constructed and had be to renovated. The space was to be utilised for design and
photography needs, meeting room, reception and pantry. The space was to be left open with
no visual obstructions keeping the existing structure. Since the space was in the basement so
maximum windows and air ventilations was kept. The space had to accommodate at-least 5-6
people.
My criteria for design was that the furniture must be minimal, sleek and classy. The details
must be designed and appreciated as a designer as this was for a design studio and must feel
like the same. The final furniture was made in wood and metal.

fu:i.k A 2016

Priya Sharma

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Manglam Arts, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

C-206, Model Town,
Behind Trimurti Apartments, Malviya Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
priya.iicd@gmail.com
09829486636
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I persued a study on resin, its properties and usage with other media to develop textures and
other products. I assisted Nadim Spiridon, a light designer from Egypt to understand
Indian market and sourcing. I develpoed a range of Lights and Décor products for European
Market. Developed surface embellishments and Patterns for bone, horn, mother of pearl inlay.
I documented Sultana Craft and than developed a range of lighting. I gave my inputs for the
interiors of Old Haveli which is to be turned into an Heritage Hotel.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sahiba Singh

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: N. S. Granites & Marbles, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

6/257,
Malviya Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
sahibasinghnanra@gmail.com
08952825177
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I did my Diploma Project with an export house dealing in developing and promoting stone
handicraft products. My work, along with designing also encompassed studying the working
of the organization. My first brief was to develop a range of mosaics. Second was to develop
floor range of Inlay tiles. The theme for both the range was tessellation. During my journey
in IICD I also worked on various project in different materials. I designed a chair for elderly
people, bottle openers inspired from alphabets in metal casting

fu:i.k A 2016

Srishti Varma

Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar

477, Sector M,
Ashiana, LDA, Kanpur Road,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
varma60@gmail.com
09454415432
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This project is an intense research on ‘Handicrafts And Culture’ of Kerala where the area of
focus in priority was Handicrafts. Since SUROY, which is a new launched lifestyle brand,
has come up with this idea of introducing new lifestyle products that are truly inspired
from the essence that Kerala blooms and the handicraft sector in Kerala, it was the first and
most important step to get to know about Kerala’s tradition, culture and lifestyle so as to
incorporate these factors into the designs that will showcase Kerala through its aesthetical
aspect or concept inspiration. Since, the target market for SUROY is a high end market, so
covering luxury crafts was the preference.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ananya Rai

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Textrade International Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

1602, 1A, Whispering Palms,
Lokhandwala Complex, Akurli Road, Kandivali East,
Mumbai, Maharashtra
ananyarai26@gmail.com
09414782675
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Design Brief given to me was to design a collection of decorative cushions and a bedding
collection leveraging the in house facilities available at Textrade. The in-house facilities
available were embroidery and quilting. My major focus while developing concept was
embroidery. I have tried to explore different kind of embroidery fillings to attain variety in
texture palette. The design process included the study of WGSN mood boards for A/W 1516 “Data Divination” . The mood board key words for key finishes and forms were taken as
inspiration. The major key words suggested in Micro Trend Web structures were layers, organic
form, laser cut, textures, symmetry. The form for the bedding was taken and minimalised
while keeping the original artwork effect of the basic form.

fu:i.k A 2016

Anurita Roy

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: The Color Caravan, Lucknow
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

23/12,
Tikait Rai Talab Colony,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
anu22roy@gmail.com
07877363445
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My first brief was to design an apparel range for children, inspired from animals, fruits,
ice creams, cars; using hand block prints. Designs and motifs were kept simple, yet playful
and appealing to children and adults alike. I made a variety of doodles (crows, parrots were
discussed, but rejected); with giraffe, elephant, pig, mouse, car and lollies making it to the final
shortlist. The age group for this collection was 3 to 9 years of little boys and girls. My second
brief was to develop a range of bags using jute fabric and hand screen printed fabric. The
product range suggested was clutch, roller bag, sling bag, jhola bag, spectacle case etc. The
range was to be developed for young and creative professionals.

fu:i.k A 2016

Bhimji Khoyla
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Vivaldi Leather Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Post-Hodka (Banni),
Ta-Bhuj,
Distt-Kutch, Gujarat
bhimji.khoyla@gmail.com
07665493641
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In my Diploma Project I worked on two totally different projects. One was to create a range of
lamps in paper and secondly to explore surface embellishment patterns in Leather for interior
purpose. Lamp project was done for the market of Fabindia where I played with combining
techniques of cutting, printing and pasting with graphics on paper. Surface Embellishment
project on leather was also interesting as I had to develop various surfaces for home and office
interiors and furniture. The only brief was to keep it simple, elegant and easy to produce.

fu:i.k A 2016

Hiranjyoti Sonowal

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Khushboo Bharti

Q.No. 125(E),
Hijuguri Railway Colony, P.O.-Hijuguri,
Tinsukia, Assam
sonowal.hiranJyoti753@gmail.com
09660048229
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My Diploma Project was to make a comparative study of the effect of livelihood of artisans on
their craft practices. The study was based on history and origin leading to lifestyle practices
that impact their crafts. West Bengal is one of the most culturally and ethnically diverse
states of India. The people of West Bengal inherit their identity and aspiration from the larger
Indian mosaic. One can still recapture the colonial era in its relics which survived the state’s
progressive development.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ishita Chipper

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Shanu Chitlangiya, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

13/14/15, Extension,
Mahesh Nagar,
Chittorgarh, Rajasthan
ishichipper@gmail.com
09530125161
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My brief for the Diploma Project was to design a range of tunics from existing blocks keeping
in mind the look of Pawnee Tribe. My research started from market survey. Market survey was
done to know about the customers’ requirement. The look of the Tribe and Company profile
was kept in mind. After the sampling was done final samples were chosen and accordingly
the garments were manufactured. According to the designs the measurement chart, product
specification and cost analysis were done.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ishita Rastogi
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Craftroots, Ahmedabad
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

314/56-B, Yugal Aashram Mirza Mandi,
Hardoi Road, Chowk,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
ish.r.08@gmail.com
09602823934
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The product range I worked on was for corporate gifting and office purpose, using leather
and traditional fabrics. The range was designed taking inspiration from the crafts and colours
of Gujarat. The brief was to combine leather with the available traditional fabrics to promote
the craft as well as the craftpersons, mashru was the major fabric amongst them. The products
were simple and not too big in size for production friendliness and also small products were
required which could sell easily at exhibitions. These products were also the launching range
for Craftroots’ store as they have worked in leather for the first time.

fu:i.k A 2016

Iti Jhalani

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Khamir- Craft Resource Centre, Kutch
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

A-12, Vikrampuri,
Lane Next to Pullareddy Sweets, Karkhana,
Secunderabad, Telangana
itijhalani@gmail.com
08142701940
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My brief was to design a collection of dupatta in organic cotton (kala cotton), taking inspiration
from Kutch in combinations with different colours. I worked on two collections. For my first
collection inspiration to be taken was a local community Rabari who have a total different
life style. The use of colours, borders, placement of borders, laces, combinations of colours
and weave they used were the basic features where, I was supposed to focus. So, by taking
inspiration from this I developed dupatta that had a strong essence of Kutch. Unique designs of
Rabari community serves as a great source of inspiration. Their exclusive collection of clothing
has helped evolve new concepts. My second brief was to design a collection of stole in Marino
wool with different composition and colour combinations . Thus, a range was developed
maintaining the essence of traditional tangalia.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ravika Gaur

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Satayam Gartex Pvt.Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

174, Laxman Dwara,
Near City Palace,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
ravsgaur@gmail.com
09783327942
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As part of my Diploma Project I had to work on three different projects which included
Syahi Begar, Bagru print and hand painted work. The initial phase involved the study of the
company. Their ideology, the working system, products and the techniques used by them. I
took Ramavali as my theme and came up with a range of stoles combining Syahi Begar and
old Pitambari pieces, keeping in mind Satayam’s target audience. Second collection was hand
painted cushions for Jaipur Polo Club of Delhi. I took horse and peacock as my theme to
develop this range. In my third project I took geometrical shapes as my theme and woollen
shawls were printed using Bagru print

fu:i.k A 2016

Ritu Soni

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Satayam Gartex Pvt.Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

Sonaro ka bas,
Dandiyo ka chowk, Near moti chowk,
Jodhpur, Rajasthan
dritusoni@gmail.com
07709520188
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Rohit Agarwal
Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Srijani, Patna
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

C-99, Shivaji Marg,
Tilak Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
rohitiicd@yahoo.com
09799208548
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My brief was to create a range of COLOUR BLOCKING with the help of different
thicknesses of yarn and colour variations. Material used was cotton and jute. The product
range developed consisted of bed linen (bed covers, cushions, curtains, rugs (dares), table
linen (dining table covers, side table covers, table runners, table mats and table napkins)
in atleast three designs and three colour ways. The color palette was Pantone colour report
spring 2014. Placid blue, dazzling blue, grey, hemlock green, radiant orchid, white, black. I
was working in Jamalhata, a village in Siwan district, which is a traditional weavers village,
unfortunately disconnected with weaving from past 20 years. They work on pit looms and
frame looms with four paddles and four shafts. It was great to help them in revival of their
craft and also working on my project brief.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sarjana Shukla

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Jugaad, Faridabad
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

8/58 Sector-3,
Rajendra Nagar, Sahibabad,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
sarjanashukla@gmail.com
07568661914
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For my Diploma Project I was working on three briefs. First was to design a range of planters
prepared out of waste. The planters were inspired by piggy bank which delivers the message
about saving plants like we save money. Second was to design a range of conical lampshades
from old newspapers and available kite paper inspired by Banjara Embroidery. The final
product had motifs of Banjara Embroidery on the surface with cut outs for light to pass
through. Third brief was to develop surfaces with kite paper & newspaper by exploring kite
paper in different colour combinations and shapes. The surfaces were used on clutch bags
which will be prepared out of cardboard and newspaper.

fu:i.k A 2016

Seema Awasthi

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Whirlybird Electronics Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar

Row House No-5, Ayon Plaza C.H.S. Ltd.,
Thakur Complex, Kandivali (E),
Mumabi, Maharastra
seema.awasthi.92@gmail.com
07568816120
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PAPO – a DIY computer and programming kit to teach kids how to make their own computer
and write programs to develop new games and stories. The idea is to teach them math, science
and logic in interactive manner to develop a deeper understanding than just memorizing it.
It also allows them to express their imagination and creativity in interactive way. My brief
was to design user manuals and promotional product for this DIY computer kit that will be
appealing to both girls and boys. The users for this DIY computer kit will be young kids aged 8
to 14. The promotional products consisted of detachable cushions, messenger bag, mascot soft
toy, cable organizer and user manuals along with, brand name, logo and mascot for theDIY
computer coding kit.

fu:i.k A 2016

Shivangi Agarwal
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Jaipur Rugs Co. Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

V-38,
Telecom Colony,Bajaj Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
shelshi.smart@gmail.com
09414780024
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I worked on two concepts to develop collections. First, to blend intricate patterns with bold
textures through different layers to create depth in design, and second, minimalistic conceptto explore placement of lines with a strong presence of space. In these two concepts, three
collections were developed these are, Medal- lion Medley, Fugitive Beauty and Simplicity.
In these, rich culture of historic patterns are connected with today’s generation by creating
‘misprint’ and ‘erased effect’ to give an antique finish with modern look to blend with interior.
The designs are developed for hand-knotted and tufted construction, in various sizes.

fu:i.k A 2016

Shweta Mohan

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Khushboo Bharti

422, Elil Abode Appartments, Subbanna Layout,
Outer Ring Road, Mahadevpura,
Bangalore, Karnataka
shwetam606@gmail.com
09782976119
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My Diploma Project was a research work for SUROY on the crafts of West Bengal. My major
focus was on the geographical impact on the crafts of the region and if the geography is
making the craft a special masterpiece in itself. I covered the location, the soil, the climate, the
Flora Fauna, the geographical reach, the easiest mode of transport and the political geography
of the place as all this affects a craft in a way which either makes it rise or decline. I covered 24
crafts by travelling to 10 different districts in 4 months. Starting from Kolkata and ending in
Kalimpong the whole journey was a learning and a new experience for me. From Local buses
to local trains, from the street snacks to proper Bengali meals, from local market shopping to
the famous cotton sarees of Bengal, from the historical buildings to the small village houses
everything gave me a feel of the culture of West Bengal.

fu:i.k A 2016

Somya Jha

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Craftroots, Ahmedabad
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

House No.-B- 83, Puru Appartment,
D.C. Chowk, Rohini Sector-13,
New Delhi
somya.2312@gmail.com
09643708830
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As part of the project I had to design home décor products for dining area including the
collection of napkin binders along with the table napkins and table mats. This collection
concentrated on 2 different inspirations floral essence and words/quotes related to food using
techniques such as Crochet, Aari Bharat (Embroidery) and Brass Metal Aari cutting. Also,
another brief included the collection of wind chimes and wall clocks for the same market and
space, inspired by ombre in reference to colour wheel and manipulation with different shapes,
transition, using techniques like fabric manipulation and braiding. The products were purely
handmade by the artisan who were associated with the organisation and further introduced
in Craftroots store and exhibition across Ahmedabad.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sujata Kumari

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Khushboo Bharti

422, Elil Abode Appartments, Subbanna Layout,
Outer Ring Road, Mahadevpura,
Bangalore, Karnataka
shwetam606@gmail.com
09782976119
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My Diploma Project was about research on the crafts of West Bengal and provide an economic
background of the craftspeople of West Bengal. It also encompassed understanding their
aspirations, dreams and dilemmas in their social and economic upbringing. This further lead
to identifying the luxury crafts that can help fulfil the purpose of the brand, SUROY and create
a document that can be used as a reference for making the products and having the contacts
of the artisans that can help make these products.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sukriti Sharma

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Sefcoz, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Anuja Sisodia

C-736, 737, Vivek Path Panchsheel,
Makarwali Road,
Ajmer, Rajasthan
sukriti15sharma@gmail.com
07742027413
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For my Diploma Project I was working on three design briefs, first was to design animal puppet
using the block printed fabric, keeping the production cost in consideration and the craft not
losing its essence. Second was to design hand block printed neck pillow cover having water
colour effect in the background and could be used by both men and women. The designs were
simple and attractive and the colours used were shades of yellow, blue and red. Third was to
design hand crafted and screen printed diary covers. The design are simple and attractive and
inspired from simple tessellation.

fu:i.k A 2016

Wasim Akram Khan
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Sahara Global Design Ltd., Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Khushboo Bharti

Amtala Hat,
Kanyanagar, 24 PGS (S),
Bishnupur, West Bengal
wasim_wealth@yahoo.com
09602823422
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The brief for my Diploma Project was to understand the crafts of Jammu & Kashmir, in terms
of technique, design, practicing craftsmen etc. It also aimed to understand the relation of the
craft with the place of practice, people of the region, religion, natural phenomenon, culture,
and lifestyle. Further the idea was to understand the element of luxury market and connect
the elements of handcrafts of the region to come up with interesting amalgations.

fu:i.k A 2016
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Adrija Chakravarti
Fired Material Application

Client: Shirley Bhatnagar, Ceramic Artist
Guide: Ms. Khushboo Bharti

B-102,
Diamond Park, Joka,
Kolkata, West Bengal
adrija8leo@gmail.com
09717302171
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An Iconography Study of Four Mother Goddesses: Manasa. Shashti, Sitala and Ganga
The brief was to understand and study iconography of Indian Gods in context of crafts in
order to re-create them in a contemporary and respectful way. The preliminary study included
a visit to Panchmura, Bankura, West Bengal to photograph Manasa shrines. Meeting artisans
and finding few facts about Manasa also going through several images of deities trying to
understand the project further, reading reference articles, papers, blogs and books and visiting
Crafts Museum, Sanskriti Kendra and attending symposium and lectures. The first few
findings were -stories/popular myths and area of worship of the deities’ identified by my
client. Also several images related to deities were collected to be put in a structured format in
a hand book for an artist to access.

fu:i.k A 2016

Kamakshi Bhartia
Fired Material Application

Client: Mr. Rizwan Ahmed, CLLB Programme
Guide: Mr. Piyush Kumar Sinha, Faculty IIM-A

26/103,
Birhana Road,
Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh
kamakshibhartia@gmail.com
07023045883
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I did my Diploma Project under the Crafting Luxury and Lifestyle Business Programme,
offered by IIM-A in collaboration with IICD, Jaipur. This is a 4.5 months programme where I
was working along with an industry participant. Our overall brief was to create a customized
cosmetic brand for the global luxury and lifestyle market. My involvement in the project
was as of a designer specialising in crafts. I worked on creating packaging solutions for the
customized cosmetic brand, CHIMIE .

fu:i.k A 2016

Namrata Sharma
Fired Material Application
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre

1205, Preet Nagar,
Mawana,
Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
sharmanamrata92@yahoo.in
09411986381
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In my Diploma Project I designed a range of planters thinking of local potters and taking
their manufacturing technique for inspiration. I had always tried to develop new designs
from organic and geometric forms. Tea set designed in Clay Craft is inspired from pyramids
because I wanted my tea set to be geometric and stable. Planters made in my diploma project
are inspired from geometrical shapes and developed forms from the same. More definite
forms were made because planters are supposed to be definite and stable. Not just the form
but form derived from the property of product does matter. I always select product and look
into is requirements by consumers and then design it.

fu:i.k A 2016

Parul Mishra

Fired Material Application
Sponsor: YUKTI, IIT Kanpur
Guide: Ms. Lakshmi Murthy

854 ‘A’, W’ Block,
Keshav Nagar,
Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh
parul3mishra@gmail.com
08824119770
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YUKTI, Yogya Kalakriti Ki Takneek is a project initiative of IIT Kanpur, funded by MHRD. As
a diploma project I worked on the brief of designing a product which combines Moonj craft
of Allahabad and local pottery of Kanpur. I worked on the process from where I started with
skill testing of potters followed by trend chart of Moonj and terracotta which gave me various
properties of materials. Both, Moonj and terracotta are insulators, natural materials and ecofriendly. Food cooked and served in terracotta is supposed to be good for health and also
much tastier than cooked in any other material. Taking properties of these materials I derived
on the concept of making tiffin box, which is microwave safe, food stored in it remains warm
until consumed and it can be carried easily. Moonj and terracotta consists of such properties
which are ideal for making a tiffin box. I worked on stacking to develop the tiffin box

fu:i.k A 2016

Abhiruchi Chandel

Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Frozen Music Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

3, Vikaspuram, Raipur Road,
Behind the Deal,
Dehradun, Uttarakhand
abhiruchi.chandel@gmail.com
08890235305
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My brief was to develop a range of semi outdoor furniture in stone for a country like England
that should be knockdown so that it can be transported and produce easily. So I chose to work
in geometric shape and use the weight of the stone to balance my furniture. As my furniture
is designed to export so I worked on the joinery which should be simple and should justify
the material.

fu:i.k A 2016

Abhishek Singhal

Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Ayush Kasliwal Design Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

21/284, Kaveri Path,
Mansarover,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
rishisinghal1992@gmail.com
08947903057
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For my Diploma Project I developed three main products, first was a SKIN TABLE LAMP, the
range where the seamless leather covering envelops all the parts of the lamp- from the wire to
the shade. The lamp, like a gymnast is finely balanced on brass poles and suspension cables.
Second was TOPI LAMP, the Topi lamp playfully combines metal and borosilicate glass. The
name Topi means cap in Hindi and refers to the metal reflector which sits on the glass like a
cap. Third brief was DARIE FLOOR CUSHION CHAIR, The floor cushion Chair, as the name
suggests, elevates a floor cushion to a higher level-literally!! a suitable companion to the rekha
bindoo range of floor cushions- it plays with the line, twisting it in the third dimension to
achieve a strong, yet spare structure.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ambar Das

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

Pine Mount Ridge,
Opp. Pine Mount School,
Barik, Shillong, Meghalaya
ambar.das7@gmail.com
09887896486
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My brief was to develop space saving furniture for working couples who live in apartments
with space constrain. I worked on a table that should be able to be flat packed with ease. I used
a linear form because in a space constrain house breathing space is important. So I developed
a very linear construction that gave visually little air to the table and the space. A long with
the table I also made a chair with the similar principle. The designs needed to be cost effective,
long lasting, comfortable, stackable, and multipurpose and a structure that gives air to the
surrounding.

fu:i.k A 2016

Anurag Bhatt
Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar

382-Shastri Marg,
B/H Khadi Bhandar, Rati Talai,
Banswara, Rajasthan
anuragbhtt2@gmail.com
08696570784
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These are unique products for kids designed keeping in mind its utility and function so that
kids don’t feel bored while using them. To make my products interactive I played with the
forms, colours and sounds.
Stool cum roller, is a set of two stools which are interlocked. Kids can sit on the stools in
various ways. While the stool is interlocked it can be rolled and used as a toy.
Walker cum rocker, the concept behind this product was to create utility of the walker after
the child has crossed his age of using it. A walker is not used once the kids start walking and
it becomes useless. This product is designed in such a way that kid can use walker untill they
are able to walk and after that it can be used as a rocking chair.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ashok Kumar Miri

Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

H-2/117,
Narmada Nagar, Near Water Tank,
Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh
ashokmiri85@gmail.com
09649980109
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There is a huge struggle for space today, because of the increasing population. Most of the
people live in rented spaces in cities due to which, they have furniture which are just able
to fulfil their basic requirements, so that their portability also becomes easy (while shifting
from one place to another). Looking forward to this need of these lower middle class people,
I would like to design Space saving furniture for them.

fu:i.k A 2016

Deepak Uikey
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Design Clinic Scheme, MSME
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

Amapara, Saleh,
Bhanupratapur,
Kanker, Chhattisgarh
deepakuikey3@gmail.com
09649936660
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I began researching on furniture and studied the evolution of furniture in terms of joinery,
material and ergonomics. The first product that I worked on is a system of stack-able stools. I
observed that there is quite a lot space that existed between the stools after stacking. Analysing
this, I worked on the seat depth of my design. I also made sure that the stools, after getting
stacked can still be used for sitting by controlling the height of the stack. Secondly I took
up a centre table, I observed that the transportation is always an issue. So, I worked upon
dismantling the components to an extent that all the parts could be carried and packed easily.
Thirdly, I looked upon chairs with adjustable backrests subjected to individual comfort. Lastly,
I worked on decorative display shelf, which again could be broken down into components
and carried from one place to another conveniently.

fu:i.k A 2016

Lalit Kumar Vishwakarma
Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Tanishq, Bengaluru
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Village: Kidaichenpra, Dongriguda,
P.O.- Kondagaon,
Bastar, Chhattisgarh
lalit8400@gmail.com
09828020905
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The brief for this product was to develop tiles for the Tanishq store Kolkata. Using the local
craft, architecture motif and culture of West Bengal I came up with terracotta tiles by using the
motifs of Tanishq Logo. The vision of this project was to directly work with the local artisans
and to bridge the gap between traditional and contemporary, urban and rural, raw and well
finished and to promote the age old craft and take the craft forward.

fu:i.k A 2016

Mansi Gupta

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: VIYA HOME: Nirvaan Design Pvt. Ltd, New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar

ARINEM Consultancy Services Pvt. Ltd.,
1st Floor, Akash II, 31, Gokhle, Marg,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
mansigupta8@gmail.com
09610132472
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My project revolved around sculpture casted in the shades of interior products. I developed
a Brutalist table lamp, a cocktail table, a mirror frame and a hanging lamp. The components
of my products were directly and indirectly inspired by organic sculptural forms. My project
talked of form development and refinement in terms of hand crafted visual appearance and
rich aesthetics. These products serve for the affluent class of the society that owns huge and
spacious homes, thus volume occupation was never a constraint. The products are intended
mostly for interiors and residential environment. My individual project consisted of a range of
pendant lamps for an apartment. I used Sultana (metal wire coiling craft) and Thathera (beaten
sheet metal) crafts of Rajasthan.

fu:i.k A 2016

Manya Pandit

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Tanishq, Bengaluru
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

5/7-’A’, Vipul Khand,
Gomit Nagar,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
pandit.manya@gmail.com
09530456740
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The brief was to design a wall installation for Tanishq store in Patna, Bihar, depicting rituals
and customs of Bihari wedding using local traditional handicraft of Bihar. With the perfect
combination of the two craft, Madhubani painting and sikki grass, the wall turned out to to
pretty beautiful. The age old paisley motif and the combination of colors give the installation
an entirely new look and feel. Sikki, the craft which is not very well know to people could now
be a well know craft to the general public as it will be displayed in one of the India’s leading
jewelry brand. The opposite wall, which is the groom side and depicting the groom with
his family members and part of the wedding. Again the perfect combination of Madhubani
painting and sikki grass craft with which the installation is made.

fu:i.k A 2016

Mruga Gandhe
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Devi Design Studio, Gurgaon
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

17, Avish Apartments,
Rambaug Colony, Paud Road,
Pune, Maharashtra
mrugagandhe19@gmail.com
09785186891
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I was given a technique and material as a brief. The brief was to develop products on
lathe machine using aluminium pipes. Lathe is a very industrial process, so I came to the
conclusion that though it is an industrial technique it should have some design element. My
aim was to make my products look appealing and functional. Working on lathe machine
was a challenging experience for me. Masking was another fascinating project given to me
which involved extensive market research and experimentations. It helped me to understand
potential material and techniques which can be used for masking. I explored techniques like
enamelling, antique, anodizing, buffing, plating on metals like brass, aluminium, mild steel.

fu:i.k A 2016

Rajat Vashistha
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: 91 Degree, Lifestyle & Interior, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

117/651, Agarwal Garm,
Mansarovar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
rajat_vashistha@yahoo.in
07568686404
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The brief was to design, a range of space saving furniture for urban society in the prospective
of range development by following 91 Degree’s philosophy. By using available techniques I
design a range of folding furniture, that are space saving, portable, can be flat packed, multi
functional, comfortable and aesthetically sound. That is what creativity means to me and
that’s where life derives its true beauty from.

fu:i.k A 2016

Rohan Jangir

Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Indrajit Bose

Neta Road, Imam Bara,
Sardar Shahr,
Churu, Rajasthan
rohanjangir2010@gmail.com
09610988088
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My Diploma Project was on public seating. My brief was to analyse the problem in the public
seating and resolving the same. The problem area was railway station platform seating. I came
up with a concept for seating using, metal and concrete. Problem that I identified was that
most of the seatings found on platforms are broken due to various reasons like rusting of the
metal, lot of joinery and many more. Keeping in mind all of these problem I developed my
final product which is cost effective, repairable, repetitive, comfortable, easy to clean with
minimum joinery.

fu:i.k A 2016

Suraj Kumar Behera
Hard Material Application

Sponsor: Designwise India Pvt. Ltd., Gurgaon
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar

AT/PO- H.A.L. Township,
Sunabedaz,
Distt. Koraput, Odisha
kumarbeherasuraj@gmail.com
09778309277
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The brief for the project PULSE was to develop a range of home décor accessories by using a
combination of metals, preferably two tone metals. My products involved joining of brass and
SS pipe through sand casting technique. The SS pipe is used for utility purpose. I designed and
developed a vase and a clock. My second brief and inspiration was to develop product with
melting, where as the technique remains the same. I developed a fruit basket and a clock. The
surface of the clock is textured with a melting effect. The rings fit in the clock and shows time.

fu:i.k A 2016

Yashwant Kumar Kashyap
Hard Material Application
Sponsor: Tanishq, Mumbai
Guide: Mr. Indrajit Bose

Chhattisgarh Handicraft Development
Board, Chandani Chowk, Jagdalpur,
Bastar, Chhattisgarh
yashwantkashyap88@gmail.com
09694562193
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I had to design a wall mural for Tanishq Store, Kolkata. The brief was to work on the Tanishq
logo and signage, taking inspiration from the local culture and inducing local craft of West
Bengal. I incorporated the traditional Dhokra metal casting craft of West Bengal and developed
the Tanishq logo

fu:i.k A 2016

Abhinanda Lahiri
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Gaatha- A tale of crafts, Ahmedabad
Guide: Ms. Khushboo Bharti

GH-194 Windsor Park,
5, Vaibhav Khand, Indirapuram,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
avhinanda@gmail.com
08946900490
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My Diploma Project brief was to research on various crafts over the four months and convert
the research to writings for the company’s new online portal. The writings were to be in the
form of detailed narratives, as the name ‘Gaatha’ signifies. Along with writing on crafts after
extensive secondary research, I did a few on-field documentations, the research of which
as well, was converted into narratives for the portal. By the end of the diploma project,
everything was contributed to the field of research and documentation in a means more than
just researching and writing.

fu:i.k A 2016

Aishwarya Srivastava
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Serendipity, New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

1/253, Vibhav Khand,
Gomti Nagar,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
aishwaryasri24@gmail.com
07728987990
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THE INDIAN SAFARI: The brief of my project was to design prints for fabric and wallpapers
using the Mughal era and Central Asian Motifs as my theme. The main idea for developing
prints was to use Indian elements in a contemporary manner. My design concept was
Eclecticism. The term comes from the Greek “eklektikos” literally meaning“choosing the
best.” It is a conceptual approach that does not hold rigidly to a single paradigm, instead
draws upon multiple theories, styles, or ideas to gain complementary insights. The prints
developed are inspired by the theme chosen yet are very contemporary. Eclecticism plays an
important role in critical discussions and evaluations but is somehow distant from the actual
forms of the artefacts to which it is applied, and its meaning is thus rather indistinct.

fu:i.k A 2016

Anandita Rao
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Ingenious Appliances and Packaging, Delhi
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

II-A/D-15,
Nehru Nagar,
Gaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
ananditarao26@gmail.com
09643952543
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I worked with Ingenious Appliances and Packaging for my Diploma project The brief was to
design packaging and wedding invites for a beach themed wedding. I took inspiration from
Goa and developed designs accordingly. The collections vary from earthy mood from the sand
to the quirky mood from the fishes.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ankita Verma

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Avani, Uttarakhand
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

24, Ashok Vatika,
Prabhat Nagar,
Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
ankitadhaneshwarwal@gmail.com
07055453577
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AVANI has all the entangled waste yarns stored which are of various natural fibres and are in
various naturally dyed shades. These natural dyed silk and wool yarns are burned once these
are collected in bulk because older Tibetan wool gets a particular type of termite if not stored
properly which affects the other raw materials and finished products too. My design brief was
to make upscale blankets/rugs for kids by using the left over yarns (eri, merino & tussar),
which are short yarns and have a variety of shades.

fu:i.k A 2016

Deval Bhatt

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Fabindia
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

B-13, Aditya Complex, Opp. Goyal Intercity,
Sal Hospital Road, Thaltej,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat
deval92bhatt@gmail.com
09624526227
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The brief was divided in two projects. One included designing the catalogue and second was
to develop surfaces for Women Indian Summer ‘16 using different techniques in embroidery,
keeping in mind the inspiration and understanding companies styles and silhouettes so
that it can be preceded for further production. The products developed consisted of a range
of kurtas finished with embroidered surfaces and inspired from geometric patterns in
Islamic Architecture. The kurtas are re-made from the existing range of Fabindia. Different
embroideries of Gujarat according to the motifs decorated the kurtas. Embroideries like Kutchi
Bharat, Baavalyo, Picho Taanko, Kaantha, mirror work were used to beautify the products.

fu:i.k A 2016

Dheeraj Chhipa
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: PARAMPARA Exports, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

Near Bus Stand,
Opp. Nagar Palika,
Bagru, Jaipur
dheeraj.naturals@gmail.com
09928667334
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The brief was to design and develop prints for existing products, like reindeer head, drawing
inspiration from Christmas and Geometric Patterns. The interpretation included in-depth
study of forms, patterns and repetitions and its influence on design, the information thus
gathered was used to identify the stream for print development.

fu:i.k A 2016

Diksha Srivastava
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Mitan Handicrafts Pvt. Ltd., Belgaum
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

A-15A, 3rd Floor,
Vijay Nagar,
New Delhi
deeksha7kishore@gmail.com
08800480376
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I got an opportunity to work on a huge order of quilts for the reputed company INFOSYS. My
theme was geometrical and inspired by their traditional quilt called “Khowdi”. This project
was more about providing employment to a large number of skilled people. It was not just
about following a specific design process but about creating awareness among rural women
about their traditional skill and give them opportunity to show their talent to the world.

fu:i.k A 2016

Mudita Srivastava
Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Tanabana Tex Creation Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

C/o Murli Manohar, 292/G, Martipuram,
Circular, Road P.O. Railway Colony,
Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh
mudita.aastha@gmail.com
09024142845
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I did my Diploma Project in Kota Doriya sari and scarves. Generally Kota sari is famous
for weaving but I used hand block printing for making my collection and used geometric
patterns. The collection was developed by using existing floral and geometric blocks on white
base fabric. I used pastel color, bright color, dark color and neutral color in white base with
heavy borders to give the modern look to create seven collections of Kota Doriya sari.

fu:i.k A 2016

Rishika Salecha

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Aavaran, Udaipur
Guide: Ms. Rachna Singh

II nd, Railway Crossing,
Opp. Dharm Kanta,
Balotra, Rajasthan
rishi.salecha489@gmail.com
09414184800
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Design brief was to develop prints for women apparel, home textiles, kids etc. The interpretation
included in-depth study of Phad Painting and the various elements from nature and animals,
the information thus gathered was used to identify the stream for print development.
The motifs derived were used to explore, and converted as existing into print body.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sanjay Das

Soft Material Application
Sponsor: Rangsutra Craft India Ltd., Bikarner
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

Gram,
Post- Nagarnaar,
Bastar, Chhattisgarh
dasjibastar@gmail.com
08878850881
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First brief was, by using yarn count I had to design two range of collections for summer 2016.
First collection was inspired by the Holi festival. My second collection was based on natural
soft colours. Second collection was for winter 2016. I introduced colours to weave visual
textures. The range was made using black and grey with accent colours to create the products.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sanskriti Suman

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Eco Tasar Silk Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

Near Dr. L.K. Dayal,
Dewangana Chowk, Korra,
Hazaribag, Jharkahnd
v_sanskriti@yahoo.com
09828383742
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Taking inspiration from geometry & 3D forms, I chose my inspiration to be Origami. Origami
(ori meaning “folding”, and kami meaning “paper” (kami changes to gami due to rendaku) is
the art of paper folding, which is often associated with Japanese culture. In modern usage, the
word “origami” is used as an inclusive term for all folding practices, regardless of their culture
of origin. The goal was to transform a flat sheet of paper into a finished sculpture through
folding and sculpting techniques.

fu:i.k A 2016

Shubhangi Garg

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Jaipur Modern, Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Rachna Singh

C-4/156, Near Pratap Stadium,
Chitrakoot Scheme,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
shubhangigarg_19@ymail.com
07568798828
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The brief was to design patterns for cushions and scarfs, using clamp resist dyeing by drawing
inspiration from, Step Wells and Geometric Patterns. The interpretation included brief study
of forms, patterns and repetitions of the steps and geometric patterns and there influence on
design, the information thus gathered was used to identify the stream for clamp development.

fu:i.k A 2016

Srividya Devadas

Soft Material Application

Sponsor: Jaipur Modern, Mumbai
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

13, Chitrakoot,
Altamount Road,
Cumballa Hill, Mumbai
srividya_devadas@hotmail.com
09619826625
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For the Diploma Project, I got the opportunity to develop product ranges on two types of
products. One being cushion covers and the other being scarves. Three colour stories have been
created among cushion covers consisting of 5 cushions in each story and four colour stories
among scarves consisting of 5-6 scarves in each story. Both the collections were developed
using inspiration from motifs of mural paintings of Gurunsi houses. The cushion covers are
developed using a combination of block print and embroidery technique. The scarves are
developed using block print with few scarves having embroidery for the finishing.

fu:i.k A 2016
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Anushri Chordia
Furniture & Interior Products

Sponsor: A.L. Paper House, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

378, 8th Cross, 8th Main,
S T Bed Layout, Koramangala, 4th Block,
Bangalore, Karnataka
anu.chord@gmail.com
0990 254 6886
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For my Diploma Project I worked extensively in handmade paper industry. I explored the
techniques involved in the making of handmade paper, surface design techniques and
processes of handcrafting paper products. At A.L.Paper House, Jaipur, my brief was to design
various products for Paperworld- Messe Frankfurt, 2014. Products included ranges of Paper
Decor Products, Handmade Paper Boxes, Table Top Accessories and Festive Paper Hangings
made using different techniques like laser cutting, die-cutting, screen printing, honeycomb
structures etc. I also designed and implemented a new technique for manufacturing paper
hangings to achieve better quality and significant reduction in cost. These paper hangings
were designed for clients like Ikea, Pier I etc. I also designed exhibition panels for highlighting
the core values of the company and designed new packaging for the products.

fu:i.k A 2016

Gauri Wandalkar
Furniture & Interior Products

Sponsor: Earthy Goods Foundation, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

Flat A2, Century Apartment,
116 2 A Saket Nagar,
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh
gauri.wandalkar@gmail.com
09752776306
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My brief was to design a range of table accents for house party serveware. The theme for this
collection was SUNFLOWER GEOMETRY. Scientists, mathematicians, artists and designers
have always been fascinated by the geometry of a sunflower which follows the golden ratiothe epitome of aesthetics! The flower also symbolises joy, abundance and a celebration of life.
Collection showcases the intricate beauty of the sunflower through two craft forms, wood
carving and hand painting by Papier Mache’ artists.

fu:i.k A 2016

Gunika Sharma
Furniture & Interior Products

Sponsor: Studio Alternatives, Pune
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

213,
Chiranjeev Vihar, Sector-1,
Ghaziabad, Uttar pradesh
sharma.gunika06@gmail.com
09599452621
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My Diploma project brief was to utilize scrap picked from construction sites in terms of creating
new products by creating alternative materials for designing. PVC pipes and Aluminium bars
were given as scrap on which I explored techniques like laser cutting, hot air gun blow and
cutting by hand jig-saw, based on inspiration MUGHAL ARCHITECTURE. My final products
were Photo-frames, Hanging Slit lamp,Floor lamp, Motif lamp and Magazine holder. Design
for me is something that carries an aesthetic value, a blend of one’s creative mind. I believe
that being in the design field helps one to polish one-self from within. Up-cycling of materials
catches my eye, I wish to encourage Re-Use. I am highly inspired with the concept of Reduce,
Re-Use,Re-store and Re-cycle.

fu:i.k A 2016

Krupanand Karthik Rambhakta
Furniture & Interior Products
Sponsor: Zikwa, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

Dr. no. 10-38-4,
Ramnagar,
Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh
krupanandkarthik2@gmail.com
09828228498
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For my Diploma Project I worked on two briefs. First was to design and renovate studio,
workshop from the existing structure to accommodate studio, store and a café. Makeover
includes lighting plans, furniture and lights. Second brief was to design souvenirs and gifts
for tourist from abroad and corporates to remind them of the traditional and cultural diversity
of India.

fu:i.k A 2016

Pratistha Nainsukha
Furniture & Interior Products

Sponsor: Hastkala, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

404, Royal Sundram Apartment,
Vivekanand Marg, C-Scheme,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
pratistha.nm@gmail.com
09829574893
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Diploma Project design brief was to design different types of free-standing cabinets using
wood as a material. My analysis for cabinets concluded that there are two types of cabinets
standing and wall hanged. According to the company design requirement, cabinets with
storage and utility purpose with bold designs and which are visually appealing are preferred.
After analyzing the existing products of the company, I came to the conclusion that different
patterns on outer shelves would give a different visual. Therefore, I decided to replicate Jali
pattern on the shelves. And to enhance the look of the shelf and to highlight Jali design more
and also to avoid dust, the mirror is placed on the back side of the Jali. This mirror gives an
upgraded look to the cabinet. After placing the mirror, the look of the cabinet is more enriched.

fu:i.k A 2016

Priyal Praveen Jain
Furniture & Interior Products
Sponsor: Exhibit D, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan

CH/D-26,
Sukhliya (MR-10),
Indore, Madhya Pradesh
priyal2705jain@gmail.com
09827633710
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My brief for the Diploma Project was to develop a range of trays for Diwali gifting and concepts
for interiors like tables, wall installations, mirrors etc. in mixed media.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sneha Baid

Furniture & Interior Products

Sponsor: Jyamiti Designs Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

B-95/A,
Dayanand Marg ,Tilak Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
snehaabaid@gmail.com
097838 75758
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My design brief was to design a decorative product inspired by geometry, which represented
company’s profile, elements of nature like earth, water, fire, air and yoga forms.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sumit Sharma

Furniture & Interior Products

Sponsor: Ayush Kasliwal Design Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

3824/7,
Kanhiya Nagar,
Tri nagar, Delhi
sharma.sumit_87@hotmail.com
09899212081
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The product range I came up with as part of my Diploma Project was a Jug set SHIVA, inspired
by the story of river Ganga, originating from dreaded locks of lord Shiva. The final form of the
jug was made in copper. This finely crafted jug is beneficial for health. The techniques, thathera
and manjaai, which are used in making of these jugs are one of the traditional crafts practiced
in Jaipur as well as in Rajasthan.

fu:i.k A 2016

Anamika Choudhary
Home Textile

Sponsor: Srijani, Patna
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

Tarapur,
Shibari Road,
Sinchar, Assam
choudhury1anamika@gmail.com
09529441658
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My design brief was to create a whole new woven collection of home furnishing products and
saris. My design inspiration was traditional weaves and motifs of Bihar, the range of products
I develop in home furnishing is cushion, curtain, table linen in three different design and three
color ways each. The motifs that I came with is very geometric and bold in patterns, the motifs
justifies the need of heavy border of the inspiration, thus fulfilling the ability of the design
to be presented in a contemporary way still remaining a traditional feel to it. For the silk sari
range birds was my inspiration where I develop three design with three color ways. I choose
Swan and Sparrow as motifs to be used in my design because the free flowing form of swan
and sparrow beautifully complimented the flowy nature of silk as a fabric.

fu:i.k A 2016

Milan Das

Home Textile

Sponsor: Craft Council of West Bengal, Kolkata
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

Hirapur Gowalapara,
Burnpur,
Burdwan, West Bengal
dasmilan17@gmail.com
09733660848
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TIAPAKHI-Friends on Table. The parrot was my first inspiration as a product. Parrot signifies
a friendly and colourful bird, which is found basically in South America and has brightlycoloured feathers, which can be taught to imitate human speech and is normally kept by some
of the families. Parrot is a homely and a friendly pet. Using parrot in the table linen, I have
bought the parrot more closer to the home. Chillies are the favourite of parrots. The stark
green and red colours of the chillies are a major contrast to the subtle colour of the parrot. I am
inspired by the colours and combinations between the parrot and the chillies. In the Jamdani
Weaving, the loom is set according to the plain weave. The desired motif is then inserted in
between the two warps. Then the design is traced on the warp. A thread is inserted manually
through needle according to the design, and the warp is passed twice over the design.

fu:i.k A 2016

Pragati Nagar
Home Textile

Sponsor: Raw Mango, New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

17, New Nagar Colony,
Near Panchayat, Samiti Road,
Dausa, Rajasthan
nagarpragati2012@gmail.com
09782693552
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The brief was to develop two different collections based in the hand loom clusters of Chanderi
which will include understanding the present infrastructure of the company and coming up
with layouts. The collection for Chanderi will form a part of the brand’s yearly launch where
it comes up with a range of saris, dupattas and stoles handwoven in Chanderi. In order to
arrive at the concepts for the above it was required to understand the textile-weaving region
of Chanderi through field research and secondary research. Understanding the available skill
sets in terms of technique, which in turn facilitates the translation of sketches onto looms
and finally into finished products. The collection had a range of products that includes many
surface variations. This makes the collection more accessible to every kind of client and
increases the salability of the collection eventually.

fu:i.k A 2016

Pratik Prabhakar
Home Textile

Sponsor: Bihar Rural Livelihood Promotion Society (Jeevika), Patna
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

Ward No- 10,
Karak Marg, Mahanthi Lal Chowk,
Madhubani, Bihar
pratikprabhakar@gmail.com
09905215961
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The Diploma Project is an initiative to document the crafts of Bihar, to bring them to the notice
of the government and design agencies, so that they can be revived to create employment
opportunities for the locals and to treat the world with the visual delight that Bihar has to offer.
The project focuses on the Sujani cluster (SJSSSL), co-ordinated by BRLPS- Jeevika, funded by
World Bank and supported by Government of Bihar, in Muzaffarpur. The co-operative had
closed down due to lack of good designs and inefficient management. I worked with women
embroiders of the Sujani cluster, in a bid to empower them economically, and therefore,
socially. The products developed were, Cushion Covers, Stoles, Dupattas, Pencil Pouches,
Hanging Purses, Wall Hangings, Gents Wallets. The designs were inspired by Madhubani
Painting and various geometric forms found in nature.

fu:i.k A 2016

Preeti Khandelwal
Home Textile

Sponsor: Dastkar, Andhra Pradesh
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

Flat no 102, 12A DP Apartment,
DP Colony, New Sanganer Road, Sodala,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
preetikhandelwal18@gmail.com
09982130905
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My brief was to design 6 collections of hand block prints on hand woven fabrics keeping
Daaram’s (Sister concern of Dastkar Andhra) identity. The style of existing products should
not be discontinued. I worked with Sanaganeri and Bagru printing techniques as an area of
work. For my design inspiration I wanted to take the concept which originally belongs to
Hyderabad therefore I explored the whole old city of Hyderabad. I finally took my inspiration
from Charminar and Peddamma Temple’s architectural motifs then I studied it and used it in
my work.

fu:i.k A 2016

Radhesh Agrahari
Home Textile

Sponsor: Hastsarga Exports, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

89,
Devi Ganj,
Fatehpur, Uttar Pradesh
radheshagrahari@yahoo.in
08824116971
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My brief was to work in the area of recycling chicken feather. The main objective was to use
the waste of chicken feather and come up with innovative and useful ideas for reusing them.
The techniques involved were tucking, stitching and weaving. I researched, designed and
developed new fibre using chicken feather which were very soft and durable. Using this and
keeping the market potential and competitive advantage in mind I developed floor covering
that are softer than wool carpet.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sumita Chatterjee
Home Textile

Sponsor: Craft Council of West Bengal, Kolkata
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

A/153,
Santoshpur,
Kolkata, West Bengal
sumita.chatterjee.td@gmail.com
09831458742
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HAATH PAKHA, the exploration of journey of Crafts of Bengal was done under the aegis of
Crafts Council of West Bengal. The Haath Pakha or Hand Made fan was the design inspiration
based on which the design motifs were developed for the entire product range. These designs
were used in different techniques to develop a range of home furnishing products. Throughout
the project three techniques were used in developing the products. These were Block Printing,
Stitching, and Kantha Stitch. Post a marathon effort of 4 months, a range of home furnishing
products which comprised of Bed Sheets, Cushion Covers and Pillow Covers were produced
where the use of Haath Pakha as the design motif is depicted. This is an attempt to get the craft
of Haath Pakha to the urban household of Bengal, where it is losing its significance.

fu:i.k A 2016
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Ritu Kalra

Fired Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Shristi Pottery, Pune
Guide: Ms. Mangesh Afre

69,
Har Milapi Colony,
Sri Ganganagar, Rajasthan
kalra.ritu05@gmail.com
09785014055
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For my Diploma Project I was working on two main briefs. First brief given to me was to
make 5 slip casted stoneware textured and glazed planters using their existing moulds of
the dimensions height 12 inches and diameter 13 inches and add texture on the planter with
the help of turning tool. Second brief was to conceptualize a range of different sketches and
execute designs of aroma diffusers which should be production friendly.

fu:i.k A 2016

Teekshana Prasad
Fired Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Dirty Hands, Ahmedabad
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre

J. Cottage, Near Bengali Akhara,
Langer Toli, D. N. Das Lane, Bankipore,
Patna, Bihar
teekshna_15@yahoo.co.in
096026 71791
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The main objectives of the project was to revive the traditional surface decoration techniques
for contemporary and upcoming market. I was working on three main briefs. First was to
create surface treatment for pottery cluster, Nawada and to propose simple surface decoration
techniques, methods, treatments such that children and women folk can make simple products.
Second brief was to create surface decoration for wash basin, Thangarh Cluster. The idea was
to develop glazes and colour palette as per the design research provided by the research team.
Third brief was to revive Khurja Pottery by introducing contemporary surface treatments for
different target audience.

fu:i.k A 2016

Vandita Vijayvergiya
Fired Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Clay Station, Bangalore
Guide: Ms. Shirley Bhatnagar

A 1, Sector-J, Aliganj,
Opposite Telephone Exchange,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
vanditavijay@gmail.com
08009111118
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My work at Clay Station primarily focused on developing various clay bodies and casting slip
for different applications in ceramic art and design. It also encompassed studio management
of Clay Station Studio at Vivanta by Taj for 5 weeks. I inculcated a deeper understanding of
form, function and the design process on its whole.

fu:i.k A 2016

Abha Kesharwani
Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Adhya Designs, Faridabad
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

70/65, G/1A,
Sector-1 Chak Mundera,
Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh
kesh_abha123@yahoo.com
09335048825
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I developed a set of nesting tables and table lamp, around the theme of illusion and used
metal, wood and stone. The lamp stands at an alarming incline but it is stable. The nesting
tables used etching in order to create optical illusion of depth , combined with wooden legs.
Attention was given to detailing the joiners and fixtures to ensure that the overall product
was well designed. So, according to my design brief given by organization, I started with
traditional craft techniques for inspiration and arrived at a new fusion aesthetic for East and
West.

fu:i.k A 2016

Hansraj Agrawal
Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Sanskriti Arts Pvt. Ltd., Raipur
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Jail Para,
Near Ghosh Pathology, Sarangarh,
Dist. Raigarh, Chattisgarh
hansrajagrawal@gmail.com
08982119471
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As part of my Diploma Project I prepared momentos and corporate gifts using bell metal
casting, sheet metal and MDF. I also worked on a project with Sanskriti Arts for Avinash
Builders and got a chance to work with Jhara community of Raigarh.

fu:i.k A 2016

Japneet Kaur

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: The Beehive, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. Aamir Nayyar

225,
Guru Tegh Bahadur Nagar,
Jalandhar, Punjab
japneet20@gmail.com
09654599269
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During my Diploma Project I worked on two main briefs, first was to develope surfaces by
exploring grids (square, triangle and hexagon) in the wood inlay technique and developing
series of products around it. Second brief was to develop extended product range in the
existing craft techniques like Mysore Rosewood Inlay and stone inlay from Agra. The product
range which came out during the project were trays, chopping boards, trivets, coasters, side
table and stool. The form and shape of the products was kept very basic. Different varieties
of wood like Kathal, Rosewood, Teak, Sheesham, Jamun, Ash wood etc. were used during
the whole project. Graphical patterns were developed to incorporate them into Marquetry.
The basic purpose of involving craft is to keep them alive and making it to reach people in a
different look.

fu:i.k A 2016

Kamal Shukla

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Giant Robot Designs, Mumbai
Guide: Mr. Meenakshi Singh

Wellpaper, Vinayar Kovil Street,
Kottakarai, Irumbai Post, Vanur TK,
Villuppuram District, Tamil Nadu
kamshuk@gmail.com
09751684644
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The brief was to design a range of dolls under the product brand BUDU DOLLS. Budu Dolls is
a product line having various Indian mythological concepts depicted in doll art and decoding
the content as per the present day. The project work was mainly divided into two parts, one
was to work with the existing forms of the Budu Dolls and the other was to make new forms
for the Budu Dolls and translate them on a new story. The story of Lord Vishnu’s Dashavatara
was selected to be carried forward to be translated onto the new forms of the Budu Dolls.

fu:i.k A 2016

Mukesh Sharma

Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Ayush Kasliwal Design Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

7 Rathi Nagar,
Gagsingpura, Gopalpura Bypass,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
mukesh.iicd@gmail.com
09983364499
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This project aimed at developing an empirical display system unit for the upcoming retail
store of ANANTAYA at Leela Palace Hotel, Bengaluru. The project gave me an opportunity
to work with many materials and helped me develop a better design sense. I was exposed to
the minute level of details on which the company works at every step. This in itself was very
educative and I believe that this project has been a very engaging and important experience
of my life.

fu:i.k A 2016

Naresh Kumar

Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Sanskriti Arts Pvt. Ltd., Raipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

H. No. 0410,
V.P.O. Purkhas Dhiran,
Sonipat, Haryana
nareshnk17@gmail.com
09803100682
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My design bried was to design a series of hanging lamps in sheet metal, based on the Japanese
art of Origami, using primarily the interplay of basic geometric shapes. My design project
further encouraged me in appreciating my surroundings and drawing inspiration from the
gifts of nature and how everyday life runs in a supportive mechanism. Finally I achieved
all the required forms by the permutation and combination of various shapes. Also I got the
opportunity to explore various surface treatments possible on metal to achieve multiple colors
and textures.

fu:i.k A 2016

Nikhit Agarwal

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Eclectic Design, Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

7, Rathi Nagar,
Gopalpura Byepass, Gajsinghpura,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
nikhitagarwal@ymail.com
09887539540
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My brief was to design a dining table and a chair for an urban middle class Indian household.
The furniture needs to be light weight in order to ease out mobility. My involvement during
this whole tenure included direct interaction with client, site visits & material sourcing which
in combination has evolved me as a more confident & responsible individual.

fu:i.k A 2016

Pooja Sinha

Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Sanskriti Arts Pvt. Ltd., Raipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

Plot no - 77/5,
Maitri Kunj, Resali,
Bhilai, Chhattisgarh
poojasnh7@gmail.com
07566737273
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My brief was to develop gifting products using skill sets available in Chhattisgarh. The
gift range was for Diwali, Rakhi, New Year and other major events. During the project, I
developed, tea- light holders, photo frames, dry fruit boxes, key chains and showpieces. These
products were made using traditional wrought iron and bell metal craft of Chhattisgarh.

fu:i.k A 2016

Ritika Beri

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Ayush Kasliwal Design Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

D-20, Dronacharya Apartments,
Mayur Vihar Phase 1 Extn.,
New Delhi
ritika_beri@hotmail.com
09549282473
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The brief was to design new craft oriented products for ANANTAYA, based on the given
briefs, while maintaining the language of existing product lines. As a part of the project I
developed a few products such as; ROOPDARSHANI mirror, using glass beveling, riveting
and metal sheet cutting, 369 mirror, using metal sheet cutting, bending, SURI spoon holder, in
thathera work, wood turning, NAGA diya and agarbatti holders in lost wax casting, marble
turning. Apart from this I even worked on weight range of table and wall clock and shelf, in
marble turning and acid etching

fu:i.k A 2016

Shilpa Jain

Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Sanskriti Arts Pvt. Ltd., Raipur
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

Ratandeep, B-53,
Bhagirath Marg, Shyam Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
shilpajain11191@gmail.com
09799570484
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The brief was to develope exclusive contemporary wall panels using sheet metal, wrought
iron and wood carving arts. I came up with a collection of wall installations that is inspired
by a variety of flora, weaving patterns and geometric shapes, with a detailed understanding
of processes and materials, pays homage to the traditional crafts of Chhattisgarh and Nagpur
artisans. The collection is infused with Indian culture with contemporary ideas. Made of
hand beaten iron sheets with different finishes and hand carved wood, these installations can
animate the space and bring life to it. The installations not exceeding the height more than 900
mm, can be easily hung on any wall of the house.

fu:i.k A 2016

Aftab Khan

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: A. S. Enterprises, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

B-55,
Ashok Vihar, Malviya Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
aftabiicd@gmail.com
07597769674
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The brief was to devlop a collection of Indian Ethnic women wear based on traditional
silhouette and use of crafted material and technique for embellishment. Explored different
technique of hem finishing. My collection consists of 25 long and flowy garments with
traditional hem finishing.

fu:i.k A 2016

Anju Choudhary
Soft Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Savvy Corporation Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

A-116, Shiv Nagar,
Murlipura Scheme, Kedia Palace Road,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
anjuchoudhary1991@gmail.com
08890401567
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The brief was to design and develop a collection of evening gowns and dresses for Spring
Summer 2014 for the buyers of Panama. The techniques involved in the process was Tie &
Dye, Bandej, Leheriya, Dip Dye, Block & Screen Printing and I worked on materials like
Georgette, Net, Satin & Sequins work fabric. From trend forecast I selected two theme for my
mood board. First was Geometry and second was African. Keeping in mind the two collection
of prints gowns and dresses were made with the above mentioned themes.

fu:i.k A 2016

Nupur Mathur
Soft Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Tanabana Tex Creation Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

C129,
Mangal Marg, Bapu Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
nupur.mathur170@gmail.com
08239778865
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My inspiration came from Indian folk palette and rich heritage. Therefore, I aspire to set a
professional standard for Indian Crafts, using trends and forecast for the acceptance of Indian
and International brands. I have a unique style of design which represents my roots. I took
weaving as a medium to explore my potential in craft sector. My designs are traditional yet
contemporary. Designed and developed two collections with 3 colour ways in natural dyes
using hand weaving techniques and developed new home furnishing range. Developed a
collection of home furnishing for the export market using print, weave structures and various
surface techniques.

fu:i.k A 2016

Riddhi More

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Vriksh, Bhubaneswar
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

R P More & Associates,
Vivekananda Marg,
Balasore, Odisha
ridhi.more@gmail.com
09438146228
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The project SANYOJAN was a challenge to introduce a new technique in the cluster of
Gopalpur, Odisha. The brief was to develop and design the technique of Shibori on Loom
providing a scope for innovation apart from the regular weaving process. Hand Shibori samples
were created as the ground work. The resist pattern of hand Shibori was to be replicated on
handloom during the process of weaving the fabric itself by creating floats. After the fabric
is woven and taken off loom, it is then gathered and dyed to create a non-textured woven
surface. I was successful in convincing the weaver to work on the new technique.
The outcome was samples of different woven Shibori surfaces. The final collection was range
of tussar silk saris with woven Shibori as the end piece (pallu) and dupattas.

fu:i.k A 2016

Shah Nawaz Alam
Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Alam Fashion, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

A-119, Sanjay Nagar, Bhatta Basti,
Shastri Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
shahnawajalam19@gmail.com
09950442844
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The project was to develop three collections of silk accessories using Japanese resist dyeing
techniques of Shibori & clamp dyeing. Each collection would have a range of stoles, dupattas
and a saree. The collections were inspired by Geology, Stratosphere and Renaissance. The
thematic inspirations for the three collections aimed at women with a flair for the traditional
textiles and have a sensibility to stylize it according to her own taste. My final range developed
had 3 sarees, 10 stoles and 13 dupattas.

fu:i.k A 2016

Shalini Jain

Soft Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Poornima Handicrafts, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

C-22,Laxmi Niwas,
Bhagwan Das Road,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
linktoshalinijain@gmail.com
09928961069
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The brief of my Diploma Project was designing cushions using prints, solids and textured
fabric. Working on the layouts of designs workable for computer or machine embroidery I
came up with cushions. These were to be made using the existing prints of the company. Before
starting with design concepts, it was essential to understand the designs of the organization. I
went through the existing prints on the fabric and keeping in mind started with the designing
of cushions. Coordination was done with the person involved while other designs were being
finalized.

fu:i.k A 2016

Shweta Agarwal

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Kilol Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

44,
Gaurav Nagar, Civil Lines,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
shweta90.ag@gmail.com
09928652552
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The brief was to design prints for women apparel and home textiles. I worked on developing
the print design by taking flora as my inspiration. I developed two range, garments and home
furnishing.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sudhi Raizada

Soft Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Ladnun Sari Kendra, Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

5 Kha 20,
Jawahar Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
sudhi.raizada@gmail.com
09928199188
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Swaty Sinha

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Pochampally Handloom Park Ltd., Kothapet
Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

Rajendra Nagar,
Roadno-13B,
Patna, Bihar
sinha.swati009@gmail.com
09001514430
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I worked on the devine craft of Telangna Ikat which is a technique of weaving. The brief was
to develop three different collections based on the hand loom clusters of Pochampally Park.
This included understanding the present infrastructure of the company and coming up with
layouts and looking over the sampling so that it can be sent for production as a result. The
collection for Ikat consisted of range of contemporized motifs based on traditional motifs to
be used for sari, running fabric, home textile etc.

fu:i.k A 2016

Sweta Kumari

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: NCDPD, New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

D-1/230,
Sector-F, Jankipuram,
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
swetaksingh93@gmail.com
09610932062
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I worked with NCDPD during my Diploma Project which was on Chikankari. I tried to define
Chikankari and the motifs in contemporary way therefore the diploma project was named as
NAVYAKARI. I designed a collection for Australian clients. Products were casual western
garments. Second collection was for Indian market and all the products were traditional
Indian Garments.

fu:i.k A 2016

Vanita Singh

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Richa & Co., New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

RZ-126, Jain Colony,
Part-3, Uttam Nager,
New Delhi
vanitasgh@gmail.com
09650868351
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My brief for the Diploma Project was to work on printed garments for season 2014-2015. I
designed 3 collections with three different types of print and each collection with different
shape.

fu:i.k A 2016
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Shriya Kastuar
Fired Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Ms. Manisha Bhattacharya, New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Shirley Bhatnagar

298 DDA SFS Flats,
Mukherjee Nagar
Delhi
shria92@gmail.com
09911836781
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The Project was divided into two parts, Glaze Chemistry under the guidance of Ms. Rachna
Parashar, a glaze specialist based in Noida and Surface experiments and development under
Ms. Manisha Bhattacharya. Brief 1 was to study and understand the various chemicals used
in the chemistry of glazes, to understand the different types of glazes, create recipes and
execute these recipes based on the study of the different materials. Brief 2 was to design and
develop surface finishes for simple products which can be produced in a small scale studio
environment. A number of possible ideations and experiments were done in this project, to
create interesting surfaces. Nature: A Thing of Beauty (John Keats) was taken as the theme
for the project. Two ideations, Sgrafitto and Bindi Resist, were taken forward to be further
developed for larger tableware pieces and flatware.

fu:i.k A 2016

Devika Verma

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Wrap Art and Design Pvt Ltd, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

D-2 Plot No. 62 Raj Enclave,
Rajendra Nagar Sector 5, Sahibabad,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
devika_11688@yahoo.co.in
08447147671
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I worked on an interior design and styling of a show flat for a prestigious builder group
in Bangalore where I could use architectural knowledge and work on designing and styling
spaces. The whole concept we used was loft interiors and fusion of old and new. Developed
furniture, accessories, finishes and joinery revolving around using traditional and modern
design I worked on various R & D projects in the studio as well as upcoming business venture
by Studio Wrap at an international level. Apart from that I developed a set of tables using
sleeper and decayed wood. Fusing wood with resin, I could use the organic form of timber
and keep the form alive.

fu:i.k A 2016

Kriti Bhan

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Studio Wood, New Delhi
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

116
Agroha Kunj Apartment, Sector-13
Rohini ,Delhi
bhan.kirti@gmail.com
09718466632
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I wanted to bring into existence a range of products which in combination or individually
will result into a space especially for home-makers where they can relax, interact with
their own self and have a time of their own. I chose ‘Mandala’ as my inspiration, which is
a timeless masterpiece rich in tradition & symbolism, all the while depicting life. My work
aims at inducting the elements of a mandala like concentricity, conformity, growth, colour
and geometric shapes to develop a range of products that fulfills the need & purpose of my
mission. I developed a range of interactive indoor planters for home-makers after studying
their demographics and psycho-graphics. I used wood & terracotta to bring the concepts into
existence and work with a National Awardee, Potter Har Kishan Ji and witness the magical
combination of his skill and techniques while shaping clay against the gravity.

fu:i.k A 2016

Mona Sharma

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

c-20,
M.D.V Colony,
Bikaner, Rajasthan
smonalisa.21@gmail.com
09252792159
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My brief was to develop a sofa which would be more comfortable. Therefore, I looked for
various Possibilities of doing that. I did research on the market and client study. Hence, I
developed a design for my project. My design of the sofa is for living area. It was designed
keeping in mind the ergonomics, comfort of upholstery and possibility of it being knocked
down.
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Nishtha Mishra
Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. Chandra Vijai Singh

H, No 318,
Sec-15, Bapu Nagar,
Etawah, Uttar Pradesh
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The project had inspiration from elements of architectural design of Hawa Mahal. The
reflection of heritage of pink city is not only extremely beautiful but also so explicit. In Hawa
Mahal I adopted design of windows, jaali pattern of walls, style of frontside series of small
jharokha, tombs and distinctive railing pattern into my product designing. I zeroed down to
designing table top lifestyle products for home. I have chosen 5 products namely, tea serving
tray, dry fruits container, dry fruits serving tray, bookends and coasters. These products have
usage in everyday life.
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Siddhi Jain

Hard Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Self Sponsored
Guide: Mr. S G Ranjan
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Tonk Road,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
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For my Diploma Project I had to design a new product range of wooden fashion jewellery
for Annuva store in Hyderabad by using various techniques. My brief was to design
contemporary jewellery inspired from banana leaf made in sheesham wood which can be
bought as a souvenir from south of India. My second brief was to design souvenirs for IICD.
I developed a range of office accessories which can be given as a token of remembrance or
memento to all these categories viz students, visitors, alumni and artisans.
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Sonali Ojha

Hard Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Quetzel Designs India Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru
Guide: Mr. Indrajit Bose
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The brief was to design Flat Packed Furniture which can be very easily assembled by the
customer him/herself. I learnt how to pay attention to minutest of details of our target
audience. From their lifestyle to their daily routine to their aspirations. We had to make sure
that the furniture takes care of all these needs, yet keeping the technical requirements in mind.
Strong design and sound engineering is one of the major strengths of this organization. After
this Diploma Project I understand the need of my customer better. I understand the joinery
and importance of it.
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Taruna Chhabra
Hard Material Specialisation
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The brief given to me was to develop accessories purely in bamboo. I developed a series
of planters , bathroom accessories, mirrors. At ABC, I learnt various techniques used in
bamboo and the characteristics used in Bamboo. These explorations helped in arriving at an
understanding about the craft-design processes, enriching my knowledge about the wonder
grass, working in harmony with the craftsperson, and above all in the realization that there is
much more to crafts than simply being utilitarian products.
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Kanika Kohli

Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Exhibit D, New Delhi
Guide: Ms. Anushree Kumar
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For my Diploma Project I worked in a design firm that works on interior spaces & customize
interiors. Here I worked in interior projects and for academics I wanted to design luxury
lifestyle products so I was asked by the company to design a range of assorted coffee-table
accessories that can be gifted or used for decor during the festive Diwali time at high end
luxury homes. I worked on decorative trays, platters, tealights, assorted cases and centre table
pieces as they go running from the studio during the Diwali time, gifted or self used.
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Naziya Bandookwala
Soft Material Specialisation
Sponsor: Eco Hut, Udaipur
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh
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This Diploma Project is my small initiative to make people aware about the advantages of this
sustainable method which is a greener way of reusing the waste. I hope that the current trend
of up-cycling will be the life style in the future. In my brief, I worked on a range of handbags
and woman accessories using Origami as my concept. For the development of the range I first
explored with paper patterns using basic Origami folds which were translated into plastic
packages. In my second brief, I developed a range of bags using the technique of patch work.
For my third collection, I have worked on a range of bags using up-cycled sack from the
factories, with fold-up patterns.
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Shivangini Rathore
Soft Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Ratan Textiles Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

B-85, Nityanand Nagar Road-7,
Queens Road Ratan Singh, Gandhipath,
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shivanginir@gmail.com
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During my Diploma Project I did two major design projects in paper and textiles, my brief
was to develop a cost friendly paper collection using prints and patterns. Another brief was
to develop prints for block printed home furnishing. During my journey I learnt more about
the design world.
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Sirali Aggarwal

Soft Material Specialisation

Sponsor: Ratan Papers Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

33, Todar Mal lane,
Bengali Market, Ground Floor,
New Delhi
siraliaggarwal@hotmail.com
09958853854
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CELEBRATING PAPER- During my Diploma Project I developed a print along with
its coordinates on the theme Paisleys for paper to make a collection of gift items for the
international market. I also designed a laser cut based collection on the theme Halloween
using the existing prints of the company.
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